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   y Improving our understanding of mental health issues, sharing personal experiences, providing    
       information on how to recognise early warning signs and by putting into place robust strategies on how 
to address these, we aim to facilitate the development of good mental health in our youth.

Our Governmetn's ability to have a significant impact in improving these issues is greatly enhanced when 
we all work together. Our culture is unique in the way that when it comes to dealing with Mental Health as a 
whole, our community comes together offering compassionate care and empathy towards those affected 
by Mental health. The connectedness that our community emanates is important as it will help all those 
affected by mental health issues find their way back on the road to recovery and aim to help them achieve a 
sense of personal wellbeing. There is no single solution to mental health issues, but we continue to find 
strength in collaborating and working with our community. Working together with young people, their 
families, support groups charities, schools, and the community as a whole, can enable an environment 
where individuals will feel supported and able to develop a sense of responsibility and resilience.

Looking forward, we know that much work still needs to be done in this area and I cannot imagine a point 
where there will not be a need to continue to improve all areas. It is important we continue to focus in 
establishing connections across health, care and education to address the mental health issues of our 
youth.

Investing in their wellbeing will better ensure outcomes and prospects for the years ahead. This is our 
challenge and togetehre we can achieve this goal.

To this end, I welcome this amazing and emotional piece of work knowing that it will be invaluable in 
helping to raise awareness and maintain the momentum needed to continue moving forward with a united 
approach on this significant matter.

Neil F Costa  MP
Minister for Health, Care and Justice

B
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The process was started months ago, yet the creative poems and writings continue flowing. Not only 
have they expressed, they have learnt and empowered themselves, both by sharing of themselves, and by 
conquering fears and misconceptions of the written they had previously harboured.

So let us embrace and encourage our youth with open eyes, arms and hearts. Yes, mental health is a growing 
concern, but from the depths of worry and anxiety, great beauty and strength of character can arise and 
fly, just like a phoenix. I feel truly blessed and humbled by my students, and dare you, the reader not to be 
moved by the artistry, flair and guts of our youth. They have called out to you, please listen wisely.

Eva Cant
Teacher of Literacy, ESOL and SEN
LLB, PGCE, TEFL, QTS

Foreword

The world seems to on many occasions focus on the harm and negative effects of mental health on 
society, especially our young. Much is said statistically; cold clinical studies are made; and at times 

headline grabbing news items are reported carelessly and thoughtlessly. Yet, has anyone truly listened? 
Have many asked those experiencing mental health issues, for a true and sincere insight into their world? 
Do many of us even truly understand, or grasp the full picture against the backdrop of growing stigma and 
increasingly scaremongering media coverage that blurs our reasoning and shuts our eyes? In a world that 
often seems to favour shock value over real value, one hopes the following will provide a welcome respite 
and a more dignified connection with mental health issues and those who speak about it so strongly and 
eloquently. 

As a seasoned teacher, I have witnessed the changes in our society through the eyes of our students. As the 
years have progressed, so have mental health issues. The once unmentionable or shunned subject is now 
commonplace and discussed in our classrooms as students feel more in need of someone to talk to; a kind 
ear or a simple cry for help. I have watched this tough yet thin thread gather momentum, with a mixture of 
compassion and growing fascination. 

The youth are perhaps the most honest and clear talkers amongst us. They still carry the no nonsense truths 
within them, and can thus communicate emotions in the direct and evocative manner that only a child can. 
Their realities and perceptions are still fresh, and therefore more open to us and enlightening. I therefore 
have felt privileged and in turn educated by what my students share and confide with me so easily. Their 
ability to ‘open up’ is refreshing for one more used to the confines and barriers set up by the so called 
restraints of fitting into adulthood. The youths’ calls and cries are clear and thankfully uncompromised by 
the rigid protocols and cover ups we at times set to our emotions as adults.

Talking, expressing, and writing…all these modes of communication are heralded as great therapy. A 
problem shared, a mind changed; a prejudice conquered… With these thoughts in mind, I presented my 
classes with a challenge, or as I would rather see it, an outlet and exciting learning curve. 

The Gibraltar College’s English Department launched a mental health awareness week with workshops 
and discussions focused on this enormous topic. The effects and resulting work was both profound, 
overwhelming and tear inducing. Many students found an added medium to voice their concerns, 
perceptions and deepest rooted emotions, regarding this at times, stigmatised subject and state of being. 
Other students, through fictional works and compassionate insights, interpreted mental health issues 
surrounding our society in an empathetic and extremely incisive manner. Simply walking and writing 
in ‘other’s shoes’ can truly enlighten and help conquer stigma, something many of the Gibraltar College 
students admirably and tenderly achieved... For if we cannot even attempt to relate, half the battle is so 
sadly lost.

Poetry, short thoughts and stories poured out of the classes like tears that needed crying. As their teacher, 
I watched in wonder as students emoted so naturally and powerfully onto paper, in mediums they had 
previously dismissed as unattainable to them. I offered them my own poetry as guidance, for many had 
never dared attempt verse. Initial reactions of shock and horror at being faced with this style of literary 
writing melted away, thus revealing to them a free flowing form of expression that could unleash so much 
of what they had stored. The potential and raw writing that was exposed moved me and shocked me…I 
was, and am, the proudest teacher! Their work was an inspiration to me that continues to motivate me to 
this day in every class I encounter.

Embedding mental health into literacy, or literacy into mental health, now seems more natural than ever, 
and a definite process all teachers should try to instigate in their classrooms. Our classrooms are filled 
with needs, wants, worries, and hang ups that demand a positive, poetic outlet. This simple approach and 
opening of new doors for expression and new formats for writing, has empowered, and will continue to do 
so. 
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The theme for this year’s Mental Health Awareness Week, ‘Surviving or Thriving?’ could not be more 
relevant when thinking about the support and provision for children and young people. 

There is no doubt, that children are resilient. It is an inbuilt mechanism that serves most of them well. In fact, 
many children and young people, are able to survive when going through some of the most horrendous 
experiences, often showing no visible signs of distress. 

Sadly, the process and the blocking of emotions in order to function, have an impact on adult life, and it is 
in this respect, that surviving should not be seen to be enough.

Children and young people must thrive, and we must put them first.

I have seen how children and young people can do well with the right support despite the turmoil, and I 
have witnessed how crucial a role teachers play. Children spend most of the day with them for nine months 
of the year, and school, is an environment which often becomes a haven for many. Of course school can 
also be a place of fear and dread for some, and this needs addressing in other ways.

This book is not about literary or artistic talent, although there is work of a very high standard. This book 
is about recognition. Recognition that it is necessary to speak about mental health and schools are well 
placed to do so. Recognition that we must create environments where children thrive and feel valued. 
Recognition that we, the adults with the power to make changes, are listening. I am reminded of a phrase 
I often refer to: ‘Daddy let’s play darts. I throw the darts, and you say wonderful.’ Children must know, and 
more importantly feel, that they are being seen, heard, recognised and valued.

When given a voice, children and young people respond. We must do everything in our power so that they 
do not feel let down after expressing what for many can be painful thoughts. Sharing these often place 
them in precarious and frightening situations and that is enough of a challenge.

The Society wants to thank the Gibraltar College, in particular Ms E Cant, Ms E Bacarese, Ms G Bosano and 
Mr F Gomez for their role in this project. 

Mark Montovio
The Gibraltar Mental Welfare Society
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In the Blink of an Eye…

Folded, crumpled…tucked ever so secretly away,
Out of your vacant, vacillating views; in a pathetic, padded room.
Held, poked…robustly restrained in such a wretched way,
With no welcome, wide window, to blink away my darkening doom.
I am only a clawing child inside a man, whose solitary soul simply wants to scram!

I so used to be like you are now…
I so used to deeply dream, of a perfect peaceful plan.
I so can’t even fathom, or fully face just how,
I so slowly, silently became this frail, forgotten man.
I so yearn and woefully wish, yet this heightening hurt I just can’t unleash!

Shredded, processed…labelled socially wrong,
One simply stagnates and suffers, like stubborn, sick mould.
Prodded, jolted…jabbed by a piercing, pointed prong,
That judiciously, jettisons cold ear-splitting, electric waves so all can unfold.
I am a poignant prisoner ever so lost, and all at such a crushingly cruel cost!

I have tearfully thought and so wistfully wept,
I have felt no happy hope lying ever near.
I have lost my fleeting freedoms, become state kept.
I have sensed, smelt all your fetid, farcical fear.
I have ever so silently stopped fitting in, is that truly such a sin?

Seeking, needing…ever yearning for respite and righteous relief,
But no one chose to grasp, my plummeting, perilous plight.
Stuttering, screaming…shrieking in the gorge of my gathering grief,
Just empty, ethereal echoes, emitting from a fading life light.
I am the one you unjustly ignored, the one you discretely deplored!

I now coldly cradle myself through long, lonesome nights,
I now pray to no one, for my furtive faith is long dead.
I now squeeze and strangle my heavy head, just to fight the fearsome frights.
I now scratch at my human shell to quieten my dense dread.
I am now just simply scared and horribly hurt, yet my troubled thoughts are too alert!

Help me hear me…can anyone see me please!
Can anyone remember, or recognise who I was or am?
Why can’t you see my open wood, but for my tortured trees?
Is the sad unnerving, uncomfortable truth, that no one gives a damn!
Am I just that seeping, sallow stain, which a scrupulous society prefers to disdain?

I have one last bursting breath, so remember this my fickle friends,
I know that loss, lows and luckless life, can harshly hail on all.
I understand how life can drive down ever weary, winding bends,
I foresee that you too may someday wear my insipid, invisible shawl.
I ask, look at me with open eyes, and finally regret all your dated, dastardly despise!

I am done…

Eva Cant
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Gianna Viagas

I... 

I smile but I’m not really happy.
I ask but I don’t want to know.
I talk but I’m not saying anything.
I laugh but I don’t find it funny.
I cry but I don’t really mean anything.
I get up but I’m not really awake.
I sleep but I’m not resting.
I’m alive but I’m not really living.

Zainab Anakkar

Inspired 

I’ll start with a quote from Sir Winston Churchill, “If you are going through hell, keep going!”

This powerful quote kept me going, and helped me through the times I was being bullied. 
The times I felt at my lowest, were the four years I spent at Secondary School. During those 
four years my mind was in a state of deep unrest. My body was in unending pain, and my 
soul in unending sorrow.

Day in, and day out, my mind and body were assaulted by words and fists. The pain of 
their fists and verbal blades pierced my soul and mind. Soon, the day ended, with my head 
hanging low and a fake mask like smile mouthing the words, ‘I’m fine..’

These words, these empty meaningless words… The words that make me feel like I am a 
broken record. But as I was using my portal to another world, my laptop, I browsed and 
found a video which had the title, ‘Famous Quotes from famous Historical Figures.’

I decided to watch it, and shortly after, heard the narrator say, “Next up, Winston Churchill, 
he had many inspirational quotes but we chose one in particular…If you are going through 
hell, keep going!’
When I heard this, I paused the video, sat bolt upright and said in a hushed tone,” If you are 
going through hell, keep going...Huh?”

Soon, after repeating the phrase several times, a big grin was plastered all over my face. I 
had found the one way to cope with my hell and push past it!

Gennaio Israel 
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Secret Confessions

Hurt, too proud to say that I am,

One more day at the hands of that man.

Each day he shows me his might,

Each night I cry out of spite.

Forced to get used to the pain,

All my efforts were in vain.

I continuously cry and shout,

But there is simply no way out

I don’t discard suicide,

There is no one by my side.

I just can’t take no more,

I don’t want to be his whore!

Vanda Szilagyi

Denzel Victory
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Pressure

As my strong heart beats a little too fast,

I could tell my awful anxiety is aggressively hitting back.

As I sadly worry in my peaceful room,

I can feel my dreaded depression is fading in.

While my pure heart is beating low,

My great friends are successfully dancing away.

I annoyingly see my school results everyday,

But there is nothing I am able to change.

I wish I could repeat my exams again,

So I too could simply dance away.

Aaron Carrasco

Laura Gledhill
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Life is hard

Since I was a young kid, my father would hit me straight in the chest with his hard fist. Sometimes he 
would hit my neck. The only reason he ever hit me was because he was mad. I felt like his punch bag! I 
also had to defend my poor mother.

My mum would always beg me to call the police on him, but I would always give him a chance. Almost 
every day I would be bruised. At times, he would beat my mum because he was tired of hitting me, but I 
would always defend my mum and take most of the hits.

At the age of 11, I was badly bruised; even my veins were black and blue. I was so badly hurt, that I 
couldn’t even stand. I wasn’t able to go to school due to the fact that I would cry every time I tried to walk.

At the age of 15, I stood up to him. I was on holiday with my family, when one of my aunties came out 
of nowhere, and started to insult my loving mum. At that time I was at the beach with friends. When I 
returned home, my mum went to my granny’s home. Whilst my aunty continued to insult her, my dad’s 
granny joined in, and started to insult her too. 

Later on that day, I went to my granny’s home, and found my poor mum crying her eyes out. When I asked 
her if my dad had defended her, she sadly said, “Nope.”

I told mum to go back to Gibraltar where we truly belonged, so that’s exactly what we did. On the 
following day, my dad followed us back to Gibraltar. When he arrived, he swore that he would take his 
revenge on my mum, and kill her! Luckily, I was there to save her…

He started to choke my mum in the living room, and then dragged her to the bedroom. He locked the 
bedroom door. I decided to call the police and take action. I broke the door down to save my mum. My 
mum was about 10 seconds away from death. I got behind my dad, and choked him so he would release 
my mum. The police came at that time. Before they could help, he had dislocated my shoulder.

Two years later, I gave him another chance, but it did not work, and my parents separated. 

Six months later, and everything still feels messed up because of him, but at the same time, my life is 
moving on and way better than when he was at home. I have been improving my lifestyle.

Whilst having problems at home, I have also suffered problems at school. I have been picked on, treated 
differently, called names and more. The thing that really hurts me is that my dad too would call me names 
and always put me down, saying I was worth nothing.

But, somehow, I have been able to turn some things around and have made great friends too. This makes 
me happy, and proves I am a great person!

So that is my life so far…
Don’t let people hate you, or put you down.
Don’t let people tell you you’re worth nothing!
Remember, most people with the worst past, create the best future!
Don’t let life hurt you!
Sometimes, the strongest amongst us, are the ones who smile through silent pain,
Cry behind closed doors,
Fight battles nobody knows about.
Don’t let the past hurt you…it stays in the past…
FORGET!

Anonymous

Freedom to be

I always got bullied because of the way I dress up. I am a Muslim young lady who loves life 
and adores religions. As a practising Muslim I wear a headscarf, a ‘Hijab’, in Arabic.

I wear it because first and foremost, I must as God commended me to do so, not just me, 
all Muslim ladies. I must obey God, he created me, I know that whatever he commended 
us to do is for our own benefit and it does not profit nor harm us.

I remember one day a young boy pulled off my headscarf. He was drunk but his words made 
me feel extremely upset. After several days I started feeling depressed, misunderstood, 
stressed about going out and facing ignorant and close minded people. The boy’s racist 
words were quite difficult to handle.   I wasn’t strong enough and unfortunately I turned 
into an isolated person who hears everything.

My situation was getting worse, I couldn’t tell my parents anything and I had no clue why. 
They started to notice that my spirit wasn’t okay. My mother took me to a psychologist, and 
I must admit that he helped me to collect my strength and to be a much more powerful 
person. The psychologist’s treatment took a year and half and it was absolutely worth it.

Now I sometimes get bullied I know exactly how to face it because I believe that my 
headscarf is having the freedom to live and express myself in my own way whilst still 
holding onto my beliefs and values. It also allows me to combat the negative stereotypes 
that are all over the media in this islamophobic environment. In addition it is a sign of 
strength, and it forces people to see me for who I am and not for whatever unrealistic 
standard of beauty is being idolized at the moment.

Freedom is all in the heart and mind and not in the body. Let every girl write her message 
with her own unique brush!

Dina Sarah Ibn Hssein.
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Bessma Ghabraoui

Live your life!

Smile just smile, and forget everything that confuses you,
Don’t listen to the voices in your head.
Live your life like a free bird,
Don’t let your problems show on your beautiful face.
Cover everything with your smile,
The saving smile that hides the pains of heart and soul.
Learn from yesterday,
Live for today.
Hope for tomorrow,
Be who you are! 

Zainab Anakkar 

Misunderstood - Work of fiction

My parents both work, so I find myself alone almost all day. I do enjoy the peace and quiet, 
but it can get lonely sometimes.

Every day is a dark ritual of waking up, going to school and going back to bed. School has 
become a place of suffering for me, and I can’t remember when or how it became like so.

At the end of lessons, my classmates call me the most awful things, and none of my teachers 
help me. I found myself countless times, crying in the ladies room, sobbing because of 
them. Tragically, fighting false rumours, even my closest friends left my side. I was shouted 
and laughed at so many times; Worthless! Ugly! Slut! Fat! And I began to believe them.

I started to feel like I didn’t matter. I spent days in bed, just lying around and thinking about 
what would happen if I were not here. So I began to cut my wrists and thighs, but I never 
cut deep enough. I didn’t want any more pain. It was too much for me. But my mind told 
me I deserved it!

I wore baggy, dark clothes to hide my ugly body and I stopped eating. I couldn’t bare to 
see my ugly, broken, disgusting reflection in the mirror. I saw myself as fat, ugly and utterly 
worthless. Food was my enemy...Life was my enemy!

My parents didn’t notice anything because I acted as if I were fine. I ate breakfast, lunch 
and dinner with them, only to puke it out later.  Going to school became torture. I couldn’t 
bare it any longer, and yet something inside me didn’t let me seek help.

This is the twisted end of the road for me. Now I collapse in bed, tired of all this, with a 
dozen sleeping pills inside me. I’m finally going to fly free...

Vanda Szilagyi
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I am Different 

I was adopted at the age of 5, and I don’t remember a lot about my birth family.

I have one brother, and a sister with two children.

I was adopted because my birth dad was an alcoholic.

I was protected from my birth dad by my sister.

I was hit by my birth dad, and so was my family.

I was adopted in 2003 by my amazing parents.

I went to San Francisco in 2004 – 2005…

I went skiing, and got lost in the snow,

I was ever so small!

I went to Australia in 2007, and visited all the main cities.

I moved to Spain in 2008, and joined a new school.

I went to The International School of Benalmadena…

I was unfortunately kicked out, it wasn’t fair!

I went to another school, and then another for two and four years.

I moved to Gibraltar in 2014…

I’ve been bullied since the day I was born!

I’ve had ups and downs since the day I was born…

I’ve luckily made some great friends along the way.

I lost my nan in 2015, and my birth dad said,” Has that cow died yet?”

I love sailing, it does me good,

I miss my friends when I am sailing though.

I think life is complicated, life is difficult but…

I am a ginger legend and survivor!

Logan Usher
 

Aidon Asquez
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Low Times 

When I was in that horrible school,

I was picked on and treated like trash.

People judged me for my image…

How could that be right?

I was called names like four eyes and blind boy,

This made me so unhappy and depressed.

So my mood decreased and I didn’t bother going back…

How can someone withstand so much pain?

I spent depressed time and life in my room,

Playing video games and consuming my sadness away.

Countless, endless sleepless nights…

But why, just because they thought I was different?

Steven Gordon

My Lovely Father

Every day, I scream and shout,

But everyday there’s nothing new to talk about.

I pray and pray all god damn day,

To stop my dad beating me all damn day!

He wants me to be hard and sour,

But I see through his twisted white power!

He preaches pure hate,

And beats those who don’t relate.

I go to school wearing bruises and scars,

Wishing someday I would just get hit by a car!

Another day in school is drawn,

Of to home to cry till dawn.

Fast and hard, a car speeds my way,

As I stand in the road with nothing to say.

I look into the car’s head light,

As a tear glistens bright.

A sharp screech, and a loud shout,

It’s my father here to beat me about.

He grabs me round the throat,

And slams me with a vicious gloat.

He grabs his MAC Ten and tells me to drop,

I wish I could but the voices won’t stop.

He pushes me up against a wall…

I have no more to say, but goodbye to all…

Adam Bradley
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Rebecca Acris

Drowning in Darkness 

She is the essence of complete silence,

She is the one no one understands.

She is strange, but fun in her own mind,

She is shy with the utmost simplicity.

But there’s a hitch to her silence,

She cries at night whilst darkness consumes her.

She bought her death from a hardware shop,

To help her hover high above the ground…

There, her short life would be complete!

She cried and cried as she tied herself up,

She jumped her last jump into the abyss of her darkness…

Kyra Gonzalez
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David Pilkington

What am I…Guess?

I am the one who stresses you with words that  

crumble and shake in paragraphs as you read.

I am the one who would make you think you’re thick, never clever.

I am the one who can spark your imagination into a wonderful abyss of endless creation.

I am the one who is going to push you to achieve and find different,  

unique ways of learning.

I am the one that historical figures struggled with,  

but conquered during their rise to power.

I am the one you can deal with in spite of the struggles…I am good and bad…what am I?

Kyra Gonzalez
Chloe Victor
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Trapped! 

When I am in a closed place such as an icy lift,

I just can’t seem to breathe.

I start shaking and sweating,

I can’t control it…

When it starts it feels atomic.

Lifts full of people are just too manic!

I know I will have a dreaded panic attack.

It seems I only feel safe alone!

Except with a family member or trusted friend.

Anyone else and the feared trouble will start again!

I simply cannot help it!

I simply hate it!

So I have my special strategies…

If I see a worrying crowd waiting for the lift,

I’ll simply pass by and walk!

It may take longer,

But it beats suffering a painful, panic attack.

Sarah Jane Guirado Armario

My Enemy is my Mirror

Every time I wake,

I stare at my mirror with deep disgust.

“I am fat!” I whisper to myself…Why can’t they see!

When I seek or need help,

Others think I am simply silly.

I just think I’m imperfect!

I just think I’m disgusting,

I try and try to starve my needs.

But my plate and soul remain empty!

None it feeds,

I feel so uncomfortable.

It’s us if everyone’s noticing!

The mirror is my only friend,

But now I feel so sick.

Alone in a cold, white room.

Tubes pinned in me,

I close my eyes.

Look at the mirror with one last cry.

Kyra Gonzalez
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Zak Santos Maxine Buhagiar
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Just because I’m Different 

I am one of those whom you call ‘the freak’ in school.

I didn’t dress like all the other kids.

I was picked on, hurt and humiliated.

You called me ‘Gay, faggot, Freak!’

I asked teachers for help,

But they just carried on…

I dropped out of school,

But they just carried on online.

People laugh at me in the streets,

Needed, religious parents disowned me.

Why? For being gay!

Kicked out and homeless,

Constant suicidal thoughts in my head,

Am I better off dead?

Amy Pisani

My Skin

If you return to your childhood…
Would you change eating habits you formed? 
Would you actually eat healthy? 
Eat breakfast every morning? 
I often wonder…

Obesity is a serious killer, 
Feeling enclosed in one’s own fat skin! 
Others not seeing the true extent of the quiet illness they possess.
Hurt relates to the experience I endured.
 
From a young age this eating disorder grew in me,
An addiction that would take me to my ultimate decadence. 
Bad times and turbulent relationships with bullies commenced. 
I found myself submerged  and enduring vicious verbal abuse. 

As the years went by with considered reflections, 
I felt unable to make the necessary changes,
I did not possess determination and self-will. 

Each summer became harder to attend the cruel beach, 
To wear clothes in accordance with the miserable season. 
Till one last drop made my sad glass overflow… 
I saw a shocking photo of myself in a bikini. 
I realized I should seek help NOW!

I joined Nature House which was my salvation,
I gained moral support, confidence and motivation,
Traits which I previously, seriously lacked…

I now stand here today proud of what I have achieved, 
Proud of the positive changes I have made to my lifestyle. 
I have found me again!

Syane Llufrio
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She whispers, ‘I’m sorry…’

There is a flashing red light in front of me,

A tear rolling down my face.

For I know this time it’s for real.

I leave a goodbye note on my pillow.

I whisper, “I’m sorry,” to all I leave.

I promised I would never leave…

I stop recording and begin.

I remove one foot from my wooden chair.

There’s a tight rope round my neck,

Suddenly I simply let go…

No one around to help,

No one around to stop me.

I dangle…I’m free…

Amy Pisani

Sarah McLaren
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My Body, my Prison!
 
I look at myself in the mirror, determined to find an angle that doesn’t look disgusting. I 
look horrendous!

From top to bottom, I’m the definition of ugliness. My ankles are too thick, my knees are 
wonky, my thighs are wobbly, my hips too wide, my stomach too big, my breasts too small, 
my arms too lumpy, my head too huge, my face too ugly. Why can’t I be perfect?

I try to lose weight, but I can’t. I try to starve myself, but I’m too hungry. I hate myself for 
not trying hard enough, but most of all, I hate my body. I detest everything about it, every 
curve, every hateful imperfection!

People tell me I look fine, that I shouldn’t change. They are all liars! They want me to look 
horrible! I’ll show them how much I can change. I will lose weight and become perfect!

Finally, I’m losing weight. The minor side effect is that I’m weak, but beauty cannot be 
gained without suffering. A sandwich per day with vitamin tablets should be more than 
plenty.

That is what I’ve thought for months. And now I know it was all just a big mistake...I lay 
here, with no strength, sensing my will abandoning me. It’s too late for me now. I can’t even 
move anymore. But it’s better this way, I will finally be free from this fleshy cage that has 
imprisoned me for so long...

Vanda Szilagyi

Thought

“She paints a lovely picture,

That suddenly feels real life.

Although the paintbrush is a razor,

And the paper is her wrists”

Amy Pisani

Harm 

She got quieter, and her nights got longer,

The blades got bigger, and her hurt got longer.

Her meals became smaller,

And sadly she became skinnier.

But no one noticed!

Amy Pisani
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Thought

“People say people cut for a trend, but it’s not!

They are screaming for help,

But it’s like everyone is deaf and blind!

Life is an everyday battle!”

Amy Pisani

A Picture of Harm 

If I draw you a picture,

I can draw it with a twist.

I will draw it with a razor,

I will draw it on my wrist.

If I do it correctly,

A red fountain will appear.

It will wash away my pain,

It will wash away my fear.

Amy Pisani

Daniella McCarthy

Sectioned

These cold four walls,
With cushioned walls to bury my falls.

I scream and I shout,
Begging them to let me out.

Then along comes a blank stranger,
Who reminds me that I am a social danger.

His cold words make me frustrated,
I lash at the door in hatred.

Suddenly, I am engulfed by staff, pinning me down.
I feel the needle going in, as my body enters shutdown.

Brandon Borge
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Pressure  

As my strong heart beats a little too fast,

I could tell my awful anxiety is aggressively hitting back.

As I sadly worry in my peaceful room,

I can feel my dreaded depression is fading in.

While my pure heart is beating low,

My great friends are successfully dancing away.

I annoyingly see my school results everyday,

But there is nothing I am able to change.

I wish I could repeat my exams again,

So I too could simply dance away.

Aaron Carrasco

My Secret

I care too much about people. I care too much about those close to me, and so I would 

rather hurt myself than see my loved ones get hurt in front of me or because of me. But 

one day, it is going to be my end.

I only have my parents beside me, because I moved to a different country. My mother, who 

loves me and holds me dear.  My father, who uses me and sexually abuses me. He touches 

me where I don’t want him to. He does so many things to me that I hate. I’m disgusted by 

him.

One day, I told him I wanted it to stop, all of it. But he made me feel terribly sorry for him 

and he made me pity him. He said it would drive him mad and make him depressed if he 

couldn’t touch me any longer. So I continue to get hurt and hurt, but I must bear it, for 

him…

My only friend, Vanessa, is always by my side, but I fear telling her will make her hate me. I 

want help, but I’m afraid. I’m all alone, and I can’t take it any longer. If I were to tell anyone, 

it would break me and those around me. I would be hated and looked upon as disgusting. 

I can’t do it… I want it to end. Not even the shower washes away my pain.

This secret that I must protect, I will take to my grave, which doesn’t seem so far away. One 

more step and I will never have to walk this path anymore. Just a leap of faith…

Vanda Szikigyi
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Samia Bossino

Gone 

She took a deep breath,
She counted to three,
A picture in my head,

Of whom they wanted me to be.

They wanted her to be normal,
Happy and kind.

They never thought,
That this girl would be blind.

Not blind by literal meaning,
But blinded in the heart.

Blinded by darkness,
Blinded by dark.

She walks around lifeless,
Her heart beating yet dead.

A walking corpse,
She is lost inside her head.

Things have no meaning,
At least not anymore.

She was not how she was,
How she was once before.

She is one of the living,
But one of the dead.

A part of her is missing.
She hangs on by a thread.

She hung her head low,
Took one final bow.

She stepped of the bridge,
Weeping one final vow.

“I will not change who I am.
As hard as any of you try,

This is me giving up,
This is one last goodbye!”

Montana Lima
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Sarah McLaren

End of Days 

As I walk through the plain, pathetic town, 

I watch the colours of life begin to fade.

Everything around me was nothing…

I was nothing!

It feels as if the whole world is bleak, black and grey.

Time stops, the wind howls…

I am all alone…

No one should ever feel alone…

No one should ever be alone…

Aiden Garcia
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Chloe Victor

A Convincing Attempt at  
Walking in Someone Else’s Shoes 

I’m not insane!
I only speak my truths.
So why should I live?

Why oh why such decisions?
Life is one long road to death…

So just end it!
Will it hurt?

Yes!

Life is not worth living.
The truth opens your life,

Your eyes…

There’s more bad than good;
There’s worse bad…

There’s only bad!

So let it end!
Pain!

Suffering!
It can all be over…

Just end it!
End the pain and suffering.

A simple act,
A simple action.

Ends your emotions…
Ends your life!

End it all!
End a life of madness!
End a life of insanity!

End it all…

Michael Aguilera
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Hidden Hurts 1  

It doesn’t hurt, it never has,

Can’t feel a thing…

I should be glad!

Only a small hurt,

One, two or three.

Covered in blood now.

No one knows me!

Hiding the evidence,

Destroying myself!

People don’t know,

People can’t tell.

People can’t help!

Addicted to bleeding,

The numbness inside.

Can’t run or escape,

I smile…I’m fine!

Cristel Parody

Hidden Hurts 2 

Just a cut,

Just a scratch.

“What’s that mark?”

“It was just a cat!”

Just an excuse,

Just another lie.

“What’s with all the bracelets?”

“Just fashion…Why?”

Just a tear,

Just another scream.

“Why were you crying?”

“Just had a bad dream.”

But it’s not just a cut,

Or a tear, or a lie.

It’s always just one more,

Until you just die!

Cristel Parody
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Syanne Baldwin

Left Alone In A Cruel World

Girl who is beautiful as a blue bird

She goes to school and is in a pool

Trying to drown with a shiny crown

Pessimistic, spiritless and often distressed

Friends, what friends?

She had bestfriends, turned their backs

Now her family simply won’t come back

Beautiful blonde into sports

Now black hair and into pain

I blame it on the world

Cruel pack of people

Not reaching their hand out

To help the lonely silent screaming ones

Tried taking all away with pills

My father is the police he is now sleeping

Got the gun in my hands

Staring, put it against my head

At 3am

BOOM !

Melissa Dos Santos
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Life 

Human life is full of ups and downs, and at times scary moments. Personally, I have faced much 
depression and low times, which in turn made me feel bad. At times I thought the worst of 
things about myself. 

When you are depressed, you not only hurt yourself, but you can also hurt those closest to 
you. Every person has there own way of dealing with depression, and is therefore affected 
differently.  Some people suffer from mental and/ or physical aches, disrupted sleep, poor 
concentration, and either loss of appetite or the reverse, comfort eating.

For me, when I get depressed, I cannot control myself. The only thing that I do is eat, to try and 
forget…This all make the problem worse, as it creates yet another problem i.e. gaining weight 
and feeling obese. This in turn makes me depressed and hurts my self confidence.

My dreams are always simple, and I will never forget the moment in my life when I bought 
my bicycle with my own money. I still remember the morning when I woke up bursting with 
energy, only to find that my precious bicycle had been stolen. It was gone! It had been stolen!

My insides felt broken, not just because of its monetary value, but also because of its intrinsic 
value…what it meant to me. Sometimes people take from you, without even thinking what 
the impact is, what it truly means to you. My bicycle was a part of me that meant so much! 

My problem became worse and worse because I felt like my feet had been taken; my bike had 
become a part of my life!

I missed many school lessons, and my mood felt down and destroyed. I once again, started 
eating lots of sugary foods which made the problem worse. I felt my body looked disgusting 
and horrible. I lost confidence, especially when I looked at the cruel mirror, or when I went to 
buy new clothes. Nothing seemed to fit or look right on me!

I felt I couldn’t tell my family, I thought they would blame me, and tell me I should have 
protected my precious bike, looked after it better. Why was it my fault? Evil, careless people 
share oxygen with us too! They took my bike!

Thankfully, my closest friend helped me overcome my problem, they were always by my side. 
I will never forget how they were there for me. They helped me by talking, being there, never 
blaming me and encouraging me to take up new sporting activities. Physical activity can really 
help break and release the pressures you are under.

Today, I am a new person! I have the strength to face any problem. I feel I have completely 
changed, because I truly believe that humans can learn from yesterday, live for today, and 
ultimately, work for tomorrow!

I eventually bought a new bike, but the first one is still an important memory, and now even a 
beautiful memory…

Douaa El Morabet

Sarah McLaren

Feeling High Above The Ground

I’m depressed and feeling pressured
My father sorries for himself

My mother worries for her looks
Family disappears with whispers of the wind

Need them? No one can count on them!

Feeling in the clouds is the only feeling left
I turn left, right, I only see clowns

The feeling has now faded
I’m back to reality

Hurt, harm, down, up
What else can I feel?

Melissa Dos Santos
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Four Walls 

When everyone is outside in the park,

I sit at home all alone in the dark.

To go outside in hell and gloom,

I’d much rather stay alone in my room.

Whilst they play with kites under blue skies,

They are all too far to hear my cries.

Sometimes I question if I’m sane,

Cause who would choose to live in pain?

Sometimes I pop, scream and shout,

But this is my way of letting it all out!

Brandon Borge

 

Jade Savignon-Minter
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Why not end life?
Why not end our will to fight?
Why not end suffering?
Is it wrong?
No!

So end your life.
One action…
Maybe two…
Does it matter?
No.

Every human eventually dies.
So why not join the rest.
Afraid?
Good!
Die in fear.
For you will see the darkness soon appear.
By one action or another.

Just one quick stab to make it all end!

Michael Aguilera

 
Lauren Shephard

Life is Never Safe 

Life is an amazing adventure.
Full of surprises and enjoyment.
It gives humans a warm, loving heart.
A loving mind?
A promising future?

Emotions are our feelings.
They’re what make us happy and sad.
We express our emotions to show our feelings.
Life is full of emotion.
It is emotion!

Humans are positive!
Full of joy, happiness, love!
But what about unhappiness?
But what about selfishness?

Life is what makes us human,
But does that mean life is good?
Life gave us emotion,
But it seems life has also given us evil.

Is life evil?
Why live in a world of evil?
Why live at all?
Life has given us more evil emotion than it has positive.
So why live this way?

Why should we see life as a gift?
Has all mainly dealt us unhappiness?
Why live through hate …why live at all?

Life has been masking our unhappy emotions,
Hidden in small acts of happiness.
So have we been living through, a life of lies?
Humanity has allowed us to lie through emotion.
Happiness, joyfulness, love.
If we have been masking our emotion through positive emotions then we live a lie!

We are a lie!
We say we love even though we hate.
We say to live, even though we all eventually die.
We say we are happy even though we are sad.

So why live?
Life as we know it is amazing.
Life is only a mask to reality.
Reality is death.
Reality is hate.
So why live?
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Positive or Negative

I used to be over the moon,

It is people’s fault to leave one down on the ground

Happy, playful, sociable...

That has now gone down the drain!

Now the only awareness,

Is barely keeping head high.

It’s easy for people to say, ‘BE POSITIVE!’

Can I only be negative?

Life sometimes doesn’t give reasons for that,

Just like bats head to the ground...

Always in the dark...

No light, no windows

Just the way I am...

Melissa Dos Santos

Grace Cabezutto

I 

I am not alone, but lonely.

I am alive, but not living.

I am smiling, but no one knows I’m broken.

My heart was beating slow,

Feeling nothing but pain.

The loneliness killing me slowly,

But no one noticed!

Fatima Ben Amar
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Trapped

Why did God make me this way?

I ask myself everyday.

Slowly it gets increasingly worse.

What did I do to deserve this curse?

I feel like an alien in this society.

Oh why, oh why does no one like me?

I fight the voices in my head,

Who constantly remind me, I’m better off dead.

Sometimes, I feel like ending it all,

But it’s almost as if I’m scared of the fall.

So I continue in misery and pain,

To be looked down on, again and again.

Brandon Borge

Denzel Victory
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Thought 1

It’s all but a dream…

It’s all but a dream…

She says that to herself, as she lies there in silence.

She questions the difference between dreams and pure reality.

There’s no difference…

They both stand as one, well for some at least…

Thought 2

She talks and talks and talks, but the voices, they just won’t shut up!

“I hate you!” “Love yourself!”  …

“Why are you doing this to me?”

“BE QUIET!” she screams…

But to no avail, why me?

Why must I hear these things that aren’t there?

Why can’t they just disappear?

I know you’re not there; you’re just a figment of my imagination…

A blur, a voice that just won’t shut up!

The voice that can’t be heard is hers. 

She hears all these voices, but they are not hers…

Or are they the voices trying to speak?

The voices they scream to be heard…

They want to be noticed…

Why can’t they hear the screams…My cries for help?

Thought  3

Death is all, but a waiting matter.

In a split second, someone could be gone.

But, for some, they’re already dead inside.

So when the time comes…

They will finally feel something.

Maybe not happiness… but surely pain!

Thought 4

There she stands, ever so quietly, staring into the cold dark abyss.

She knows she is dead, but she has yet to stop living.

“Mummy, where are you?” she cries.

Every night you can hear her cries, you can see her, you can feel her, but no one is there…

Out of nowhere, she will leap and drain you of emotion, leaving nothing but emptiness.

So watch out…

She’s known as the voice that lives inside your head! 

Chloe Firth Murison
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Falling 
 

The wind is blowing in my face,

The wind is whistling in my ears.

The wind, it carries me through the night sky…

I felt as if I was falling down to earth from the heavens above.

Normal people would fear for their lives…

I am too in love with the gorgeous lights and stars,

They seem to be dancing through the night sky.

As I watched the dancing stars,

The more I felt at peace with myself.

The more I fell through the sky,

The longer it took to reach the earth.

The wind blows on my face,

The wind whistles in my ears.

The wind that carries me through night skies…

Aiden Garcia
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The Gibraltar Mental Welfare Society was established in 1975 in Gibraltar. Since then it 
has been involved in a wide number of activities locally supporting service users and 
their families. It is currently focussed on developing awareness and creating change in 
attitudes, policy and provision. 

Committed to mental health and well-being

31 Cumberland Road, Gibraltar
Conchita Triay - familytc@yahoo.co.uk - 54028074
Moira Walsh - walsh@gibtelecom.com - 54007647

Mark Montovio - support@jm-foundation.org - 20040338

The JM Memorial
FOUNDATION

Gibraltar Registered Charity No.101
502/503 Watergardens, Waterport Road, Gibraltar

Tel/Fax: (+350) 20040338  E-mail: mount@gibraltar.gi

The JM Memorial Foundation works within the community, and in a wide variety 
of ways and contexts. It is always driven by the belief that any given positive action 
can have an impact on individuals, and this can make a difference to their life, 
and ultimately to the life of others around them. Mark Montovio established the 
Foundation in 1996.
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